
Thursday 14th May 2020 – Session 4 

Choose which comprehension you would like to do  

Stretch or Super Stretch:  

Stretch 

The Lighthouse 

1)  Why did the Lighthouse Keeper shut the window? 

2)  What do you think the people were doing? 

3) What do you think the Lighthouse Keeper thought about the 

people outside the window? 

4) What makes the Lighthouse Keeper look up? 

5) When the Lighthouse Keeper realises the light is broken what does 

he hear outside?   

6)  Write 2 adjectives to describe how the Lighthouse Keeper is 

feeling when he realises that the lamp is broken. 

7) What are the stairs like in a lighthouse? 

8)  What do the people do to help the Lighthouse Keeper? 

9)  Why do you think the Lighthouse Keeper is smiling at the end? 

10)  Write 2 adjectives to describe how the Lighthouse Keeper is 

feeling at the end. 

 

 

 



 

Super stretch 

The Lighthouse 

1)  What do you think The Lighthouse Keeper thought about the 

people outside the window?  Why do you think this? 

2) How can you tell the Lighthouse Keeper is climbing the stairs? 

3) When the Lighthouse Keeper realises the light is broken what 

does he hear outside?   

4) Write 3 adjectives to describe how you think the Lighthouse 

Keeper is feeling when the lamp smashes. 

5)  What are the stairs like in a lighthouse? 

6)  How do you think the people realised that there was 

something wrong with the light? 

7)  What did they do to help? 

8)  What do you think the Lighthouse Keeper felt about the people 

after they had helped him? 

9) Write 3 adjectives that you think the Lighthouse Keeper is 

feeling at the end of the story. 

10) Do you think music is important in this video? Why? 

11) What do you think is the moral of this story?  


